Stratigraphy of the upper Hazelton Group and the Jurassic evolution of the Stikine terrane, British Columbia


Abstract: The Lower to Middle Jurassic Hazelton Group represents the final stage of magmatic arc activity in the intraoceanic Stikine terrane, which was followed by accretion within the Cordilleran terrane collage. The Hazelton Group is exposed in the following areas: (i) on the periphery of the Bowser Basin, where arc and back-arc strata are overlain by mainly sedimentary strata of the upper Hazelton Group and then by the clastic basin fill of the Bowser Lake Group; and (ii) within a 300 km long rift system, the Eskay rift, west of the Bowser basin, where a predominantly bimodal volcanic succession contains significant mineral deposits. Examination of representative stratigraphic sections throughout the regional extent of the upper Hazelton Group has suggested significant revisions and clarification of its stratigraphy and include the following: (i) informal division of the Hazelton Group into upper and lower parts and recognition of a diachronous unconformity or unconformities at the boundary between them; (ii) establishment of a type section for the sandstone-dominated Smithers Formation; (iii) establishment of separate Quock and revised Spatsizi formations in the north and extension of the Quock Formation to include all lithostratigraphically equivalent units of blocky, thinly bedded silicic mudstone and tuff around the periphery of the Bowser basin; and (iv) introduction of the Iskut River Formation for rift-related and volcanic facies in the Eskay rift area. Two independent rifting events occurred during deposition of the Hazelton Group: a Late Sinemurian to Early Pliensbachian phase in the northwest-trending Hazelton trough and a more restricted Aalenian to Bajocian extensional event in the Eskay rift.

Résumé : Le Groupe de Hazelton (Jurassique inférieur à moyen) représente l’étape finale d’activité d’arc magmatique dans le terrane intra-oceánique Stikine, laquelle fût suivie par son accrétion dans le collage de terranes de la Cordillère. Le Groupe de Hazelton affleure : (i) à la périphérie du bassin Bowser, où des strates d’arc et d’arrière-arc sont recouvertes par des strates surtout sédimentaires du Groupe de Hazelton supérieur et ensuite par le remplissage clastique de bassin du Groupe de Bowser Lake et (ii) dans un système de rifts d’une longueur de 300 km, le rift Eskay, à l’ouest du bassin Bowser, où une succession volcanique principalement bimodale contient des gîtes minéraux significatifs. Un examen de sections stratigraphiques représentatives à travers l’étendue régionale du Groupe de Hazelton supérieur suggère d’importantes révisions et précisions de sa stratigraphie dont : (i) une division informelle du Groupe de Hazelton en parties inférieure et supérieure et la reconnaissance d’une ou de plusieurs discordances diachroniques à la limite entre les parties; (ii) l’établissement d’une section-type pour la Formation Smithers, dominée par des grès; (iii) l’établissement, au nord, d’une Formation de Quock distincte ainsi qu’une révision de la Formation de Spatsizi et l’extension de la Formation de Quock pour inclure toutes les unités à équivalence lithostratigraphique de mudstone et de tufs siliceux, à blocs et à lits minces, autour du bassin Bowser et (iv) l’introduction de la Formation d’Iskut River pour les faciès volcaniques et ceux reliés au rift dans la région du rift Eskay. Deux événements indépendants de distension ont eu lieu durant la déposition du Groupe de Hazelton : une phase (Sinémurien tardif à Pliensbachien précoce) à tendance nord-ouest dans la fosse Hazelton et un événement d’extension plus restreint (Aalenien à Bajocien) dans le rift Eskay.

[Traduit par la Rédaction]
Introduction

The Jurassic Period marks a key transition in the tectonics of the Canadian Cordillera. During this time, the western margin of North America was changing rapidly from a complex of island arcs, marginal basins, and offshore crustal fragments, analogous to tectonic elements in the modern southwest Pacific, to an accretionary orogen. The Stikine terrane, or Stikinia, is the largest arc terrane within the Canadian Cordillera (Fig. 1). Within Stikinia, the Lower to Middle Jurassic Hazelton Group is a widespread assemblage of volcanic and associated sedimentary strata that records the last volcanic phase of the long-lived Stikine volcanic arc and also its demise. The Hazelton Group represents a time of critical change in the history of the Stikine terrane, as it evolved from an independent arc towards incorporation into the Cordilleran tectonic collage. Its lower part comprises voluminous, predominantly andesitic to dacitic arc-related volcanic accumulations with an intervening sedimentary basin, the Nilkitkwa trough (Marsden and Thorkelson 1992). Its upper part, the main focus of this paper, comprises generally thinner sedimentary strata and localized bimodal volcanic units, which record processes of arc extinction, rifting, and subsidence. The detailed regional analysis of the stratigraphic record of the upper part of the Hazelton Group, presented here, sheds light on a profound mid-Jurassic reconfiguration in the Cordilleran orogen.

The upper Hazelton Group is also of great economic interest in that it contains mid-Jurassic polymetallic massive sulphide deposits (Alldrick 1993; Barrett and Sherlock 1996; Macdonald et al. 1996; Roth et al. 1999; Sherlock et al. 1999; Barresi and Dostal 2005) and potential petroleum source units (Evenchick et al. 2003, 2005; Ferri et al. 2004; Ferri and Boddy 2005; Osadetz et al. 2007).

Tectonic setting of the Hazelton Group

The Hazelton Group unconformably overlies arc-related strata of the Middle to Upper Triassic Stuhini and Takla groups (e.g., Tipper and Richards 1976; Monger and Church 1977; Grove 1986; Machotyre et al. 1989; Alldrick et al. 1989) and the Lower Devonian to Upper Permian Stikine assemblage (e.g., Monger 1977; Stevens and Rycerski 1989; Brown et al. 1991; McClelland 1992). All three successions contain volcanic arc rocks characterized by juvenile Sr and Nd isotopic signatures (Gabrielse et al. 1980; Armstrong 1988; Samson et al. 1989, 1991); together they represent a multistage arc terrane that developed in an intraoceanic setting isolated from the North American margin.

The Lower to Middle Jurassic Hazelton Group is an extensive assemblage of volcanic and sedimentary strata. The unusual width of the Hazelton volcanic field (450 km pre-deformation), combined with the lack of chemical variability in major and trace element profiles, led Marsden and Thorkelson (1992) to propose that volcanism was generated by concurrent subduction of two opposing oceanic plates beneath the Stikine terrane. One involved east-facing subduction of the Cache Creek oceanic basin on the east side of the Stikine terrane; the other, west-facing subduction of oceanic lithosphere on the west side (directions in present-day coordinates). In this model, the Hazelton Group evolved on a Philip-
extended to other areas around the margin of the Bowser Basin (Woodsworth et al. 1985; Diakow and Mihalynuk 1987; MacIntyre et al. 1989, 1997).

Northwest of McConnell Creek, in the Spatsizi River and Toodoggone River areas (Fig. 1), lower volcanic units of the Hazelton Group were assigned different formation names (Marsden and Thorkelson 1992; Thorkelson 1992; Thorkelson et al. 1995; Diakow et al. 1991) (Fig. 2). Above this volcanic succession, a distinct Pliensbachian to Bajocian mainly sedimentary succession, 700 m thick, was named the Spatsizi Group by Thomson et al. (1986). However, other authors (Marsden and Thorkelson 1992; Evenchick and Thorkelson 2005) pointed out that this contradicted Tipper and Richards’ (1976) widely accepted definition of the Hazelton Group and made regional correlations more difficult, as other clastic-dominated successions at similar stratigraphic levels were included within the Hazelton Group. These arguments led Evenchick and Thorkelson (2005) to demote the Spatsizi Group to the Spatsizi Formation and, consequently, its five formations to members.

In the Iskut River area (Fig. 1), the Hazelton Group has been divided into five formations, shown in Fig. 2 (e.g., Grove 1986; Alldrick et al. 1989; Anderson and Thorkelson 1990; Henderson et al. 1992; Anderson 1993; Greig and Gehrels 1995). A recently enlarged geochronological and biostratigraphic database in this area has provided improved age constraints on these units (e.g., Lewis et al. 1993; Macdonald et al. 1996; Logan et al. 2000). A Pliensbachian to Toarcian hiatus apparently separates the four lower, predominantly volcanic units from the overlying Salmon River Formation.
The latter includes, in its upper member, a unit of thinly interbedded and laminated dark cherty mudstone and light-coloured ash tuff termed the Troy Ridge facies. These rocks became known informally but widely as “pyjama beds”, a term coined by Howard Tipper in the late 1980s to describe their pinstriped appearance, and subsequently applied to similar facies throughout the upper Hazelton Group. We propose in the following text that this distinctive, mappable facies be recognized throughout the region as the Quock Formation, a name defined by Thomson et al. (1986).

In the Iskut River area, a zone of thicker mid-Jurassic volcanic and coarse to fine clastic rocks occupies a narrow, elongate N–S belt, characterized as the Eskay rift (e.g., Evenchick and McNicoll 2002, Alldrick et al. 2005). These rocks are laterally equivalent to the upper parts of the Hazelton Group elsewhere, but they display distinct facies and occupy a unique tectonic setting; we propose the new Iskut River Formation to include these rocks.

In all these areas, the Hazelton Group is conformably overlain by an assemblage of mudstone, siltstone, sandstone, and chert-pebble conglomerate of the Bowser Lake Group (Fig. 2). In the Smithers area, Tipper and Richards (1976) originally assigned Upper Bajocian to Middle Oxfordian clastic rocks, including “pyjama beds”, to the Ashman Formation, and therefore to the Bowser Lake Group, largely based on their age. However, Evenchick et al. (2007b, 2008a, 2008b, 2010) and Gagnon and Waldron (2008) showed that the Ashman Formation comprises facies elsewhere divided between the Hazelton Group and the Bowser Lake Group. Consequently, the term Ashman Formation has been abandoned; beds previously assigned to the latter were reassigned to either the upper Hazelton Group or the Bowser Lake Group based on the presence or absence of tuffs, respectively (Evenchick et al. 2007b, 2008a, 2008b, 2010).

**Stratigraphic sections**

New lithostratigraphic sections were measured at locations around the margin of the Bowser Basin and within the Eskay rift (Fig. 1), using 50 m tapes on the ground, correcting trigonometrically for the orientation of the tape and the dip of strata. Locally, in rugged sections, individual beds were measured directly with a tape measure held perpendicular to bedding. These sections, and others compiled from previous publications, are identified by two-letter codes in two profiles, running roughly S–N and W–E across the basin, shown, respectively, in Figs. 3 and 4. In addition to lithologies and sedimentary structures, our observations include numerous trace fossils not recorded by previous authors. New collections of macrofossils and microfossils provide additional biostratigraphic constraints.2

---

2Supplementary data are available with the article through the journal Web site at http://nrcresearchpress.com/doi/suppl/10.1139/e2012-042.
McConnell to Terrace area

Ashman Ridge (AR)

Section AR, ~45 km west of Smithers (Fig. 1), was originally described by Tipper and Richards (1976) as the type section of their Ashman Formation (since abandoned). Lower units of the Hazelton Group are also well exposed and provide a record of the changing Early to Middle Jurassic environment. Figure 5 shows the lithostratigraphic units identified in this study and the stratigraphic positions of fossil localities (Tipper and Richards 1976; Pálfy and Schmidt 1994; Johnston 2002).

The lowest units are amygdaloidal andesitic to dacitic flows and associated pyroclastic rocks (Fig. 5), assigned to the Howson subaerial facies of the Telkwa Formation by Tipper and Richards (1976). The volcanic flows are typically 5–15 m thick and auto-brecciated near their tops. Most flows are aphanitic, with lesser feldspar-phyric andesite. Highly indurated ignimbrite containing flattened pumice suggests subaerial deposition. Pálfy et al. (2000) obtained a minimum U–Pb age of 192 Ma on discordant zircon fractions collected from andesitic tuff at 295 m in the section. Consistent with this isotopic age (according to the time scale of Ogg 2004), overlying bioclastic sandstone at 325 m contains Upper Sinemurian ammonites (Tipper and Richards 1976; Pálfy and Schmidt 1994). The asteroceratid-bearing layer immediately overlies 10 m of thick light grey fossiliferous packstone containing well-preserved silicified burrows, algal oncoids, and ooids indicating deposition in a warm-water subtidal environment (Figs. 6A, 6B). These marine sedimentary rocks are capped by a 40 m thick rusty-weathered vesicular basalt flow with epidote-bearing quartz veins.
The uppermost volcanogenic unit of the section consists of \textasciitilde 200 m of well-bedded maroon to bright-red fine-grained crystal-lithic non-welded ash flow tuff, poorly sorted rubbly lapilli tuff, and lahar. Rounded bombs up to 30 cm in diameter are common and suggest a return to predominantly subaerial deposition. Tipper and Richards (1976) assigned this unit to the Red Tuff Member of the Nilkitkwa Formation. Regionally the Red Tuff Member is of mid-Toarcian age and in some areas overlies Pliensbachian to Lower Toarcian clastic and tuffaceous strata (Tipper and Richards 1976). Here, it occurs in apparent continuity with the underlying andesitic volcanics, across a cryptic hiatus. Essentially the red tuff represents the last pulse of arc-related volcanism at this locality.

The Red Tuff Member is disconformably overlain by tuffaceous sandstone and siltstone of the Smithers Formation (Figs. 5, 6C). A high concentration of volcanic-derived clasts in the formation suggests recycling of the older pyroclastic rocks from adjacent highlands. The Smithers Formation mostly comprises medium- to fine-grained greenish-brown sandstone with locally abundant and varied marine fauna, including ammonoids, belemnites, gastropods, solitary scleratinian corals, and a wide variety of ornate bivalves such as *Myophorella* (Fig. 6D). At Ashman Ridge, the Smithers Formation ranges from Lower Bajocian to Bathonian. Bioturbation is pervasive and is well displayed in beds of green chlorite-rich sandstone. Common ichnogenera include *Teichichnus*, *Cylindrichnus*, *Rosselia*, *Planolites*, and *Chondrites*. The prolific faunal assemblages, *Cruziana* ichnofacies traces, and common wave-generated sedimentary structures suggest deposition in a lower shoreface environment.

The Smithers Formation is conformably overlain by 220 m of thinly bedded blocky-weathering dark grey siliceous mudstone with recessive laminations and very thin (<3 cm) beds of pale orange-weathered ash tuff. This unit was originally included in the Ashman Formation by Tipper and Richards (1976) but is assigned here to the revised Quock Formation.
These beds are distinguished from the underlying sandstones of the Smithers Formation by their finer grain size, fewer bivalves, and sparse bioturbation. The contact between the two units is easily mappable on the ridge. Belemnites and calcareous concretions are abundant in the upper half of this unit. Well-preserved Late Bathonian ammonites, including *Kepplerites* sp. aff. *K. mclearni* Imlay, were collected ∼66.5 m below the top (AR6 in Fig. 5). The fine grain size, laterally continuous bedding, and lack of current-generated structures indicate deposition mostly from suspension, below wave base.

The siliceous fine-grained succession is conformably overlain with a sharp boundary by brown- and white-weathering arkosic sandstone and finely laminated siltstone of the Bowser Lake Group. Hummocky cross-stratification, trough cross-bedding, and climbing-ripple cross-lamination are common, and these allow the unit to be assigned to the Muskeg Creek assemblage of the Bowser Lake Group (Evenchick et al. 2001). The abundant ammonite faunas are Middle Callovian to Lower Oxfordian (Tipper and Richards 1976; Evenchick et al. 2010). We measured 615 m of Middle to Upper Jurassic strata without significant overall lithological change.

**Quinlan Mountain (QM)**

Stratigraphy similar to section AR, with minor differences, is observed at Quinlan Mountain, 50 km NE of Terrace (Figs. 1, 7). The lowermost unit in this section is non-welded maroon to brick-red dacitic crystal-lithic ash tuff equivalent to the Red Tuff Member of the Nikkitka Formation described at Ashman Ridge (Fig. 7A). Euhedral white plagioclase crystals are conspicuous in the very fine-grained matrix. Abundant pyroclastic bombs 30–50 cm in diameter occasionally display distorted concentric layering, probably related to rapid compaction when the material was still in a partly molten state. At ∼1 km south of this section, the bomb-bearing tuff paraconformably or disconformably overlies red dacite and andesite tuffs assigned to the Telkwa Formation (Nelson and Kennedy 2007a, 2007b). This distinctive unit is recognized over 35 km of strike length in the Terrace area, constituting the uppermost volcanic unit in the Hazelton Group (Nelson and Kennedy 2007b). As at Ashman Ridge, it is assumed to be of mid-Toarcian age based on regional correlation (Tipper and Richards 1976).

The Red Tuff Member is overlain with apparent disconformity by 265 m of siliciclastic sedimentary rocks of the Smithers Formation (Fig. 7A). In contrast with the Ashman Ridge section, there is a 10 m basal clast-supported conglomerate. The clasts are generally well sorted, are moderately to well rounded, and consist of white, silicified crystal-lithic-dust tuff. Their rhyolitic composition differs drastically from the underlying bright red andesitic to dacitic pyroclastics, which suggests that they were not locally derived. The conglomerate fines rapidly upward into interbedded limy sandstone and tuffaceous siltstone, similar to that at section AR, with abundant marine fossils. Well-preserved ammonoids and bivalves collected immediately above the conglomerate unit are mid-Aalenian; Early Bajocian fauna occur higher in the section. Bioturbation is also common in the finer-grained sedimentary strata and includes a high-diversity assemblage of *Teichichnus, Planolites, Cylindricalus, Ophiomorpha, Palaeophycos, Skolithos, Rosselia, Thalassinoides*, and *Chondrites* (Fig. 6E). The Smithers Formation gradually fines upward into grey siltstone and mudstone near the top, where shallow water fauna become less abundant.

The Smithers Formation is conformably overlain by 120 m of thinly bedded dark siliceous mudstones and pale orange ash tuff, previously mapped as undivided upper Hazelton Group (Evenchick et al. 2008a) and assigned here to the revised Quock Formation (Fig. 7A). A collection located near the base of the unit yielded Early Callovian ammonites (QM7 in Fig. 7A). Isolated very fine-grained limestone beds suggest environmental conditions above the carbonate com-
pensation depth. Local monospecific assemblages of Chondrites traces may indicate bottom-water conditions with reduced oxygen (Bromley and Ekdale 1984).

The uppermost unit at Quinlan Mountain is laminated bluish-grey, medium- to very fine-grained sandstone and siltstone (Fig. 7A) mapped as Bowser Lake Group by Evenchick et al. (2008a). The dark grey siltstone beds are fissile and show a strong fabric, significantly different from the blocky habit of the underlying beds of the Quock Formation. Individual layers are normally graded and show partial Bouma sequences with abundant biogenic reworking in the hemipelagic “Tₚ” subdivision, consistent with the Richie-Alger assemblage of the Bowser Lake Group, and suggesting deeper-water conditions than at Ashman Ridge. The turbidite deposit contains traces such as Asterosoma, Chondrites, Planolites, Zoophycos, Teichichnus, Phycosiphon, and Cosmorathes, consistent with a distal Cruziana ichnofacies. Lower Oxfordian bivalves were recovered ∼300 m above the base of the Bowser Lake Group.

Section QM is closely comparable to two additional measured sections at Tenas Creek (TC) and Netalzul Mountain (NM: Figs. 3, 7C), although the sections are variable in thickness. (Gagnon 2010).

Spatsizi River to Toodoggone River area

Joan Lake (JL)

The Spatsizi Formation type section JL, previously measured by Thomson et al. (1986), was revisited during this study (Figs. 1, 8A). The most significant lithological break is the unconformable contact between the Cold Fish Volcanics and the overlying sedimentary rocks assigned by Thomson et al. (1986) to the Spatsizi Group (Spatsizi Formation of Evenchick and Thorkelson 2005). A rusty-weathering pyroclastic ash-flow unit at the top of the Cold Fish Volcanics is disconformably overlain by 2 m of monomictic, clast-supported conglomerate of the Joan Member (Fig. 8A). The whitish grey volcanic pebbles are well-rounded and poorly sorted, and they include occasional cobble- and boulder-size clasts (Fig. 9A). The conglomerate rapidly fines upward into medium to thick beds of very fine- to fine-grained sandstone. New collections of fossils (see supplementary data2) include
the Early Pliensbachian ammonite Dubariceras freboldi Dommergues, the bivalve Weyla bodenbenderi (Behrendsen), and the bivalve Weyla bodenbenderi (JL1 in Fig. 8A). Fossils are mainly concentrated in distinctive brown-weathering calcareous sandstone beds (Fig. 9B). Moderately inclined to vertical biogenic traces, such as Skolithos and Cylindrichnus, are abundant in the fine-grained sandstone intervals.

At 100 m in the section, fossil-rich fine-grained sandstone of the Joan Member is overlain by dark grey calcareous siltstone and mudstone of the Wolf Den Member, 427 m thick (Fig. 8A). The sudden decrease in grain size suggests a flooding surface, consistent with deepening as proposed by Thomson et al. (1986). Ammonites throughout the Wolf Den Member are Upper Pliensbachian to Middle Toarcian (Thomson et al. 1986; Thomson and Smith 1992; Jakobs 1997). Pale-beige ash tuffs and rare wood fragments occur near the top of the unit. The monotonous shale succession grades upwards into well-sorted, thin to medium fine-grained sandstone beds (Figs. 8A, 9C) of the Melisson Member (Thomson et al. 1986). The basal 20 m are characterized by greyish-beige calcareous sandstones interbedded with very thin mudstone intervals. Up-section, the sandstone beds become amalgamated, and current-generated structures such as asymmetric ripples and cross-laminations are common. The uppermost layer of the Melisson Member is a tuffaceous sandstone bed with abundant trace fossils, including Teichichnus, Cylindrichnus, Palaeophycos, Rhizocorallium, Ophiomorpha, Granularia, and pervasive Chondrites. These observations are consistent with the shoaling interpretation of Thomson et al. (1986) and further suggest a fully marine environment throughout. No fossils were recovered from the Melisson Member at section JL, but fossils in both the underlying and overlying units suggest the unit is Middle to Upper Toarcian (Thomson et al. 1986).

The upper boundary of the Melisson Member is at the top of the uppermost bioturbated tuffaceous sandstone (575 m on Fig. 8A). The overlying Quock Formation (Thomson et al. 1986) consists of alternating thinly bedded dark siliceous mudstone and light beige rusty tuffaceous siltstone with rare limestone intervals (Fig. 9D). According to Thomson et al. (1986), the Quock Formation was deposited in a deep-water environment of relatively slow sedimentation interrupted by frequent ash falls. Ammonites indicate an Early Bajocian age (Thomson et al. 1986). The formation is ∼200 m thick and is overlain gradationally by chert-pebble-rich conglomerate and turbiditic siltstone of the Todagin assemblage of the Bowser Lake Group (Evenchick et al. 2010). The Bowser Lake Group is at least 1500 m thick in the vicinity of Joan Lake and ranges from Bathonian to Callovian (Evenchick and Thorkelson 2005).

Mount Will (W1, W2)
Sections W1 and W2, respectively 5 and 10 km north of JL, were measured to document lateral variation in the Spatsizi River area. All three sections lie in the hanging wall of the SW-dipping Mount Will thrust, which cuts the NE margin of the Bowser Basin. The succession is similar to JL, but the unit thicknesses vary (Figs. 8B, 8C). Indurated ash flow tuff at the top of the Cold Fish Volcanics is overlain by medium-grained calcareous sandstone of the Joan Member, as at JL. Near the base of the overlying Wolf Den Member (230 m in the section), well-preserved Toarcian radiolaria recovered from a dark siliceous mudstone include Helvetocapsa minensis (Matsuoka) and Parvicingula spinifera (Takemura) (Fig. 10). Their age is consistent with Lower Toarcian ammonites Hildaites murleyi (Moxon) and Harpoceras sp. cf.
**H. subplanatum** (Oppel) collected 30 m up-section. Finely laminated very fine-grained sandstone and mudstone of the Wolf Den Member coarsen upward into bioturbated sandstone of the Melisson Member. The Middle Toarcian ammonites *Peronoceras* sp. aff. *P. verticosum* (Buckman) and *Denckmannia* sp. cf. *D. tumefacta* (Buckman) of the Planulata regional zone (Jakobs 1997) were collected both at the base and near the top of this unit. Ichnofossils of the Melisson Member are dominantly suspension feeder traces such as *Skolithos*, *Diplocraterion*, and *Cylindrichnus*. As in section JL, the base of the Quock Formation is immediately above the uppermost bioturbated sandstone (405 m in Fig. 8B). Despite its lithological similarity, section W1 is much thinner than section JL, largely because the Wolf Den Member at W1 is reduced to one third of its thickness at JL. This suggests that the basin floor at W1 never reached deep-water conditions and that the accommodation space was filled relatively rapidly in the Middle Toarcian.

Mapped northward thickening of the Spatsizi Formation in this region (Evenchick and Thorckelson 2004; Loogman 2008) is in part attributable to the NE-verging Mount Will thrust fault, which duplicates a significant portion of the Spatsizi Formation. However, both sections W1 and W2 were measured entirely in the hanging wall of the thrust. Section W2, closest to the thrust, included locally folded strata of the uppermost 160 m of the Wolf Den Member up to the base of the Bowser Lake Group (Fig. 8C). The structural thickening due to these folds was taken into account during measurement by tracing beds around fold hinges and identifying overturned sections. Even after this correction of apparent thickening due to thrust-related folding, the Melisson Member in section W2 is significantly thicker than at W1, 5 km.

![Fig. 8. Detailed measured sections in the Spatsizi River area north of the Bowser Basin. (A) Joan Lake (unit stratotype of the Spatsizi and Quock formations). (B) Mount Will 1. (C) Mount Will 2. The revised Spatsizi Formation includes three formally defined members: fossiliferous coarse-grained sandstone of the Joan Member, dark mudstone of the Wolf Den Member, and the bioturbated sandstone and siltstone of the Melisson Member. See Fig. 5 for legend details and Fig. 1 for geographic locations. CFV: Cold Fish Volcanics; Mel. Mbr.: Melisson Member.](image)
Fig. 9. Photographs of distinctive lithostratigraphic units exposed at the Joan Lake section. (A) Basal clast-supported conglomerate of the Joan Member (revised Spatsizi Formation). The clasts range in size from pebbles to boulders and mostly consist of recycled volcanic material from the underlying Cold Fish Volcanics. (B) Thickly bedded tuffaceous sandstone of the Joan Member with distinctive brown-weathering calcareous beds (arrows) containing abundant marine fossils. (C) Stratigraphic contact between the recessive dark mudstone of the Wolf Den Member and the overlying more competent bioturbated sandstone of the Melisson Member. (D) Thinly bedded dark siliceous mudstone and beigeweathering ash tuff (“pyjama beds”) of the revised Quock Formation. Hammer: 30 cm.

Fig. 10. Jurassic radiolarians from the Quock Formation of the Hazelton Group (scanning electron microscope). Numbers 1–5 and 7–10 correspond to fossil location W1(3) of Fig. 8B. Numbers 6, 11, and 12 correspond to fossil location OE(1) of Fig. 13B. Scales vary; maximum widths as stated. (1) Parahsuum sp., 80 μm; (2) Canutus sp., 120 μm; (3) Canoptum sp., 90 μm; (4, 5) Praeparvicingula spinifera (Takemura), 80 μm; (6) Praeparvicingula sp. C (Pessagno & Whalen), 120 μm; (7) Helvetocapsa minoensis (Matsuoka), 75 μm; (8) Zhamoidellum sp., 115 μm; (9) ?Minocapsa sp., 110 μm; (10) ?Minocapsa sp., 120 μm; (11) ?Zhamoidellum sp., 100 μm; (12) ?Religa sp., 120 μm.
to the south. Hummocky cross-stratification, sparse bioturbation, and ammonites of the Middle Toarcian Planulata regional zone occur throughout the 322 m of section assigned to the Melisson Member (Fig. 8C). The remainder of the section includes ash tuffs and siliceous radiolarian-bearing mudstones of the revised Quock Formation overlain by fissile silty shale and chert-pebble conglomerate of the Bowser Lake Group.

The units established by Thomson et al. (1986) can be correlated throughout the Spatsizi River area, except for calcareous to siliceous dark organic shale of the Abou Member, which is present only west of the Joan Lake anticline. It probably accumulated in a restricted sub-basin where anaerobic conditions initially developed prior to more widespread anoxia during deposition of the Quock Formation.

Iskut River area

The Hazelton Group shows much greater lateral variation in the Iskut River area, beneath the NW extremity of the Bowser Basin, than in the areas to the east and south. Thick volcanic sections of Middle Jurassic age host significant mineral deposits, contemporaneous with condensed successions deposited elsewhere. The thick volcanic strata occupy a N–S belt, the Eskay rift (e.g., Alldrick et al. 2005). The sections described here illustrate the contrast between the volcanic-dominated rift-fill assigned to the new Iskut River Formation and flanking successions assigned to the revised Spatsizi and Quock formations.

Table Mountain (TB)

Table Mountain (informal name) is a highland ~40 km SW of Iskut (Fig. 1). Section TB is compiled from our observations supplemented by reports and maps of Alldrick et al. (2004a, 2004b, 2006) and Simpson and Nelson (2004). The lowest unit exposed along the western slope consists mainly of maroon and green plagioclase-phyric andesite flows and dacite breccias (Fig. 11A), with sparse black mudstone and greyish-blue ash tuff. Minor diorite intrusions with pegmatitic pods cut the section. This unit is at least 720 m thick, but only the uppermost 100 m are shown in Fig. 11B. Despite the absence of age control, rock-types identified in this unit suggest correlation with the lower Hazelton Group, but lower parts of the section could include Stuhini Group.

These intermediate volcanic rocks are unconformably overlain by volcanic and sedimentary rocks mapped as part of the informal “Willow Ridge Complex” by Alldrick et al. (2006); in this paper, these rocks are assigned to the new Iskut River Formation. The unconformity at the base of the Iskut River Formation dips steeply east and is overlain by varied lithologies along strike, including polymictic conglomerate, basalt, and rhyolite (Fig. 11A). Its best-exposed locality (Fig. 11A) is at UTM (Universal Transverse Mercator) zone 9 coordinates 415200 E, 6352500 N, NAD83 (North American datum 1983), where the unconformity is overlain by a heavily altered rhyolite unit ~70 m thick. Hematite and limonite give the regolithic groundmass a distinctive red to orange colour. In the few unaltered outcrops, the rhyolite consists of 1–7 mm pale white phyllosilicates in a semi-translucent pale blue-green siliceous groundmass.

The rhyolite is overlain by 1770 m of dark to olive green basalt (lower basalt unit of Alldrick et al. 2004b), typically aphanitic or feldspar-phyric, which forms eruptive units of pillowed flows and pillow breccias typically 5–20 m thick (Fig. 12A). Simpson and Nelson (2004) listed three basalt facies in this unit: aphyric, massive, and coherent pillow basalt; monomictic, blocky basalt breccia; and fluidal-clast breccia. Common devitrification variolites, 3–5 mm in diameter, appear on weathered surfaces as overlapping pale yellow spots (Fig. 12B). The uppermost 5 m are highly altered and contain up to 40% sulphides by volume; the hyaloclastite groundmass of the basalt breccia is partly to completely replaced by very fine-grained pyrite (Fig. 12C). This mineralization is bounded by the contact with the overlying mudstone at the base of the middle sedimentary unit of Alldrick et al. (2004b), where fluids responsible for the replacement mineralization were apparently capped (1940 m on Fig. 11B). Laminated beds of pyrite (up to 5 cm thick) immediately above the contact suggest that exhalative vents were still active during sedimentation.

The 10 m unit of thinly bedded black mudstone and grey siltstone is overlain by 50 m of poorly sorted, matrix- to clast-supported polymictic conglomerate with a matrix of coarse to very coarse sandstone. The sub-angular to subrounded clasts are basalt, mudstone, rhyolite, massive fine-grained pyrite, and limestone. This unit directly onlaps the basal unconformity in some places. Where it does, polymictic conglomerates grade into coarser fan-conglomerate with clasts that are identical to the underlying plagioclase-phryic andesites and dacites of the lower Hazelton Group. These relationships suggest that the Iskut River Formation was deposited unconformably against a surface with significant topographic relief, here interpreted to represent the floor and a bounding fault of the rift system.

Ammonoids and radiolarians from fine-grained sedimentary rocks that appear to be laterally equivalent to the middle sedimentary unit of Alldrick et al. (2004b) range from Late Toarcian to Middle Bajocian in age (Souther 1972; Evenchick et al. 2001). The sedimentary rocks are overlain by at least another 1480 m of basalt (upper basalt unit of Alldrick et al. 2004b) lithologically similar to the lower basalt unit, exposed on the east side of Table Mountain and on Willow Ridge (Fig. 11A). Its upper contact is not exposed and has been interpreted as a fault, based on discordance with turbiditic Bowser Lake Group strata to the east (Alldrick et al. 2004a, 2004b). Regionally, however, this contact is conformable, as seen at section EC.

Eskay Creek (EC)

The geology of the Eskay Creek area (Fig. 1) is well known from detailed bedrock mapping, diamond drilling, and mining (e.g., Ettlinger 1992; Bartsch 1993; Nadaraju 1993; Roth 1993, 2002; Sherlock et al. 1994; Macdonald et al. 1996). Section EC is compiled from these sources.

The Hazelton Group is exposed along the west limb and hinge of a NE-plunging anticline (Eskay anticline). These sedimentary and volcanic rocks, included previously in the Salmon River Formation (Anderson and Thorkelson 1990; Anderson 1993), are assigned here to the new Iskut River Formation. In contrast to the section TM (Fig. 11B), the lower contact is concordant but discontinuous (340 m in Fig. 11C). Upper Pliensbachian units comprising andesitic breccia, volcaniclastic, and dacitic volcanic rocks (lower Hazelton Group) are overlain by a thick felsic unit, the “footwall
rhyolite”, which varies in texture from massive to autobrecciated, and was interpreted by Bartsch (1993) to represent a series of flow-dome complexes. The rhyolite was dated at 175 ± 2 Ma, and a rhyolite in a similar stratigraphic position on the east limb of the Eskay anticline at 174 ± 2 Ma (U–Pb zircon; both by Childe 1996). Overlying and interfingering in part with the rhyolite is a very fine-grained dark grey sedimentary unit known as the “contact mudstone”. This peperitic texture is interpreted to indicate that deposition of mudstone was contemporaneous with eruption/emplacement of the rhyolite. Clasts in the mudstone include altered rhyolite, barite, and fragmental sulphides and sulphosalts (Roth 2002). The former Eskay Creek mine exploited a stratiform volcanogenic massive-sulphide deposit at the base of the mudstone interval, which produced 2.18 million tonnes of ore with an average grade of 46 g/tonne Au and 2267 g/tonne Ag (BC Geological Survey 2008). The mudstone yielded Aalenian to possibly Early Bajocian radiolarians (Nadaraju 1993). Massive basalt sills and pillowed basalt flows and breccia, with thin (<1 m thick) intervals of bedded argillite, chert, and felsic tuff, overlie the contact mudstone. Conformably above the basalt is a thicker succession of tuffaceous mudstone, here included in the Quock Formation, which yielded a collection of Early Bajocian bivalves (Roth 2002). Conformably overlying the Quock Formation are mudstone-siltstone turbidites and thickly bedded sandstone and conglomerate of the Bowser Lake Group (Richie-Alger assemblage) with Upper Bathonian to Lower Callovian ammonoids (Evenchick et al. 2001; Roth 2002).
The Oweegee Range (Fig. 1) is a structural culmination, ∼45 km east of the Eskay rift, where the Devonian – Permian Stikine assemblage and Upper Triassic Stuhini Group are unconformably overlain by the Hazelton Group (Greig and Evenchick 1993). The volcanic-dominated lower Hazelton Group is disconformably overlain by clastic rocks previously assigned to the Salmon River Formation, and those are overlain by Bowser Lake Group, which surrounds the dome-shaped inlier of older rocks (Greig 1991, 1992). Two stratigraphic...
sections on the NW and NE sides of the dome were measured (OW and OE, respectively; Fig. 13).

Lowermost rocks of the Hazelton Group at section OW comprise >100 m of well-stratified maroon and green volcanioclastic sandstone interbedded with lahars, volcanic breccia, and minor andesitic volcanic flows (Waldron et al. 2006; Fig. 13A), tentatively assigned to the Betty Creek Formation of Anderson and Thorkelson (1990). The uppermost Hazelton Group is siliceous mudstone and tuff with Early Bajocian to Late Bathonian radiolarian fauna (Cordey et al. 1991), here assigned to the revised Quock Formation. These strata are conformably overlain by fine-grained turbidites of the Bowser Lake Group (Ritchie-Alger assemblage) with Kimmeridgian ammonites ~120 m above the contact (Evenchick et al. 2010).

At section OE, a thin layer of poorly sorted conglomerate, tentatively correlated with the Toarcian clastic rocks elsewhere, rests on Stuhini Group with angular unconformity (Fig. 13B). The absence of well-layered volcanioclastic rocks and felsic lava flows, in contrast to section OW, is consistent with the interpretation of Greig (1992) that the unconformity below the upper Hazelton Group has significant relief. The basal conglomerate is overlain by 270 m of thinly interbedded siliceous radiolarian mudstone and ash tuff, assigned variously to the Troy Ridge facies of the Salmon River Formation (Anderson and Thorkelson 1990; Anderson 1993), to the Spatsizi Formation (Ferri and Boddy 2005), or to undifferentiated upper Hazelton Group (Evenchick et al. 2010); we assign them to the revised Quock Formation. Three radiolarian samples range from Early Bajocian to Callovian in age (Fig. 10). The unit includes numerous calcareous concretions, occasional wavy parallel laminations, and convolute slump structures. A 2 m lenticular unit of dark grey limestone with complex boundstone textures was observed near the top of the unit (Waldron et al. 2006). The limestone includes shell fragments and is locally bioturbated (Fig. 14). Even though freshly broken pieces smell of bitumen, Rock-Eval data suggest that almost all the initial hydrocarbon content was removed by oxidation and (or) high thermal maturity. Similar results, for laterally equivalent strata, led Ferri and Boddy (2005) to suggest that these units were a rich source rock prior to thermal maturation.

The gradationally overlying shale and turbiditic sandstone of the Ritchie-Alger assemblage of the Bowser Lake Group (Fig. 13B) contains fossils of Middle Jurassic or Oxfordian age. The overlying Muskaboo Creek assemblage contains Upper Oxfordian to Lower Kimmeridgian bivalves (Evenchick et al. 2001).

New stratigraphic framework

The Hazelton Group rocks located outside the Eskay rift can be broadly divided into a lower volcanic-dominated suite and an upper sedimentary-dominated suite (Tipper and Richards 1976; Evenchick et al. 2009). Several authors (Ferri et al. 2004; Evenchick and Thorkelson 2005; Waldron et al. 2006; Gagnon et al. 2006; Evenchick et al. 2010) informally used the term “upper Hazelton Group clastic rocks” when referring to sedimentary units of the Spatsizi, Salmon River, Smithers, or Nikkitka formations. Based on mapping relationships in the Oweegee Range, Todagin Mountain, and Joan Lake areas, in this study and previous work (e.g., Tipper
and Richards 1976, Thomson et al. 1986, Marsden and Thor- kelson 1992, Gagnon et al. 2007), the base of the upper Ha- zelton Group is marked by a widespread unconformity. Underneath this erosional surface, undivided intermediate volcanic lavas and associated volcaniclastic rocks and lahars were assigned to the lower Hazelton Group (Waldron et al. 2006; Gagnon et al. 2007). A new stratigraphic framework (Fig. 15) is here proposed based on this informal division of the group into the lower and upper Hazelton Group.

In contrast, within the Eskay rift the upper Hazelton Group comprises predominantly bimodal volcanic rocks; they are separated by an unconformity from older predominantly inter- mediate volcanic rocks of the lower Hazelton Group, the Triassic Stuhini Group, and the Paleozoic Stikine assem- blage.

Lower Hazelton Group

The lower Hazelton Group comprises a wide range of lith- ologies dominated by maroon and green calc-alkaline andesitic to dacitic flows, associated volcanic breccias and tuffs, and sedimentary volcaniclastic rocks. It includes the Telkwa, Jack, Unuk River, Betty Creek, Mount Dilworth, and Too- doggorne formations and the Griffith Creek and Cold Fish volcanics of previous authors (Figs. 2, 15). They rest uncon- formably above the Triassic volcanic rocks of the Stuhini Group (and equivalents) and, in some localities, Paleozoic rocks of the Stikine assemblage. The upper boundary of the lower Hazelton Group is typically defined by an erosional surface that separates it from the overlying upper Hazelton Group. The cluster of U–Pb ages at 190–200 Ma obtained from volcanic rocks of the Stuhini, Telkwa, and Too doggorne formations, and from the Cold Fish Volcanics, confirm that the main stage of lower Hazelton Group volcanism was con- temporaneous (Hettangian–Sinemurian) across the Stikine terrane (Greig and Gehrels 1995; Thorkelson et al. 1995; Gareau et al. 1997; Duuring et al. 2009). Most volcanic rocks of the lower Hazelton Group are calc-alkaline to tholeiitic and have strong arc signatures (Tipper and Richards 1976; Anderson and Thorkelson 1990; Diakow et al. 1991; Thorkelson et al. 1995; Logan et al. 2000). Most of these units were deposited in subaerial, oxidizing environments, and likely built stratovolcanoes on an evolving arc system (Aldrick et al. 1989). An exception is the Cold Fish Volcanics, which have a bimodal geochemical signature interpreted as a product of extensional volcanism in a back-arc setting (Thorkelson et al. 1995). Discontinuous siltstone beds bearing Het- tangian to Upper Sinemurian ammonites highlight the marine setting of the emergent arc.

Upper Hazelton Group

Because of their greater lateral continuity and their rela- tively constant thickness, sedimentary units of the upper Ha- zelton Group are more traceable regionally than the volcanic units associated with the lower Hazelton Group. Three major stratified packages are recognized: the mainly sedimentary Smithers Formation and its equivalents, the overlying sili- ceous mudstones and thinly bedded tuffs of the Quock For- mation, and the Eskay rift volcanic assemblage in the northwest, here named the Iskut River Formation.

Smithers Formation and equivalents

A recognizable lower package includes strata of the Smith- ers and Nilkitkwa formations, along with specific units as- signed to the Spatsizi (Joan, Wolf Den, and Melisson members) and Salmon River (lower calcareous member) for- mations (Fig. 2). These units are here assigned to three for- mations: the Smithers and Nilkitkwa formations, and the revised Spatsizi Formation (Fig. 15, and later in the text). The unconformity at the base of these successions marks the boundary between the lower and upper Hazelton Group. In most parts of the basin, this unconformity is overlain by 1– 5 m thick clast-supported conglomerate that fines upward into cross-bedded, coarse- to medium-grained sandstone, as seen at sections QM, JL, W1, W2, OW, and OA (Figs. 7A, 8A, 8B, 13A, 13B). One exception to the overall clastic
nature of this package is the Toarcian Red Tuff Member of the Nilkitkwa Formation, which disconformably overlies lithologically similar red dacitic tuffs of the Sinemurian Telkwa Formation in sections AR and QM, and is in turn unconformably overlain by clastic units of the Smithers Formation.

For the most part, however, the three lower formations of the upper Hazelton Group, in part laterally equivalent, consist of interbedded tuffaceous siltstone and sandstone layers containing abundant marine fossils and trace fossils. These units are diachronous, ranging from Lower Pliensbachian–Upper Toarcian in the north to Lower Aalenian–Upper Bathonian in the south (Fig. 3). In the east, near the Nilkitkwa Range, there is a gradational lateral facies change northward from coarser clastics to finer-grained sedimentary rocks interbedded with mafic volcanics. This is attributed to deposition in a deeper-water setting with ongoing extensional volcanism, consistent with Tipper and Richards’ (1976) definition of the “Nilkitkwa depression” as the main axis to the Hazelton trough. Deeper parts of the depression developed anoxic conditions and accumulated sediment rich in organic matter, preserved locally in the Nilkitkwa Formation and in the Wolf Den and Abou members of the revised Spatsizi Formation. In almost all the observed and compiled stratigraphic sections, units of the Smithers Formation and equivalents are overlain by thinly bedded siliceous mudstone and tuffaceous siltstone here assigned to the Quock Formation.

No type locality has been described for the Smithers Formation, and the reference sections measured by Tipper and Richards (1976) are incomplete. We propose section QM as the new stratotype (Figs. 7A, 7B). Based on our observations, this section meets all the necessary criteria established by the North American Stratigraphic Code (North American Commission on Stratigraphic Nomenclature 2005) to serve as a type section (Table 1A).

In the eastern portion of the basin, the Nilkitkwa Formation type section described by Tipper and Richards (1976) is retained. Although individual units within the Nilkitkwa Formation are laterally continuous with some strata of the Smithers and revised Spatsizi formations, they are sufficiently different in lithology to merit separate formal designation. The stratotype proposed by Tipper and Richards (1976) contains interbedded basaltic flows, argillite, and sandstone, which are characteristic of this part of the basin.

The Nilkitkwa Formation is also retained in the southwestern part of the basin (Ashman Ridge – Quinlan Mountain). The Red Tuff Member is a thin but continuous blanket of fine-grained lithic tuff that in part is characterized by the presence of bombs. It represents an explosive eruption or eruptions in Middle Toarcian time that mark the last phase of arc volcanism in the area. It is significant that this postdates the end of lower Hazelton arc volcanism farther north by 10–20 million years.

A unit rich in thinly interbedded silicified tuffs and mudstones (revised Quock Formation) overlies the Smithers and Nilkitkwa formations in all measured sections (Fig. 3). This poses a problem in existing stratigraphic schemes, because
Table 1. Definitions of new stratigraphic units.

A. Smithers Formation
1. Named by Tipper and Richards (1976) after the town of Smithers, British Columbia, located ∼60 km east of the proposed type section.
2. Lithological characteristics: bioturbated tuffaceous and calcareous silstone and sandstone with abundant marine fossils.
3. Thickness at type section: 240 m.
4. Lower contact: unconformable above the oxidized tuffs of the Red Tuff Member of the Nilkitkwa Formation. Boundary defined at the base of a basal conglomerate fining upward into cross-bedded medium- to coarse-grained sandstone (UTM zone 9 555130 E 6077435 N).
5. Upper contact: conformable, defined by a fining-upward trend and gradational transition into units of the revised Quock Formation (see part B). The boundary is placed at the first occurrence of thinly interbedded siliceous siltstones and fine pale tuffaceous laminae (“pyjama beds”) (UTM 554870 E 6078650 N).
6. Age: extensive fossil collections indicate an age from Middle Aalenian to Upper Bathonian (see supplementary data).

B. Quock Formation
1. Named by Thomson et al. (1986) for Mount Quock, ∼1 km east of the type section. Equivalent to Quock member of Evenchick and Thorkelson (2005).
2. Lithological characteristics: thinly bedded, dark siliceous blocky mudstone and rusty-weathering tuff bands (“pyjama beds”). Thin section observations show abundant recrystallized radiolarians tests in the mudstone intervals as well as ferruginous clay. The tuff bands are characterized by angular volcanic fragments and feldspar grains, in addition to white micas and chlorite. Calcareous concretionary lenses and thin limestone beds are occasionally found throughout this unit. Discontinuous exposures of calcareous to siliceous dark shale outcropping in the lower portion of the section are included in the Quock Formation as the Abou Member.
3. Thickness at type section: 200 m.
4. Lower contact: as defined by Thomson et al. (1986); conformable and gradational contact above the uppermost bioturbated sandstone of the revised Spatsizi Formation (Melisson Member) (UTM 507560 E 6372125 N).
5. Upper contact: as defined by Thomson et al. (1986); conformable and gradational with the thinly bedded fissile siltstone and shale of the Bowser Lake Group (Todagin assemblage) (UTM 505685 E 6373530 N).
6. Age: Bajocian, possibly Upper Aalenian at type section; regionally, the base of the formation may be as low as Late Toarcian, and the top may be as high as Lower Oxfordian (see supplementary data).

C. Iskut River Formation
1. Named for Iskut River, the largest tributary of the Stikine River, British Columbia, which lies ∼5 km east of the type section. The name of this river was previously informally applied to a Quaternary flow as Iskut River lava by Kerr (1948); also, MacIntyre et al. (1994) used the term “Iskut River stock” as an informal lithodemic term. Neither of these terms has found widespread use outside the original publications.
2. Lithological characteristics: thick volcanic piles of pillow basalt and pillow basalt breccia interbedded with intervals of rhyolite, conglomerate, and minor mudstone and dust tuff (“pyjama beds”) (Fig. 12).
3. Thickness at type section: at least 3480 m.
4. Lower contact: angular unconformity along the ancient graben margin at which various stratigraphic levels of the Iskut River Formation onlap against the lower Hazelton Group; at the best exposed part of the contact (UTM 415200 E 6352500 N), rhyolite of the Iskut River Formation rests above feldspar porphyritic andesite breccia of the lower Hazelton Group. The disconformable boundary at Eskay Creek (UTM 416800 E 6279000 N) is designated as a reference section to define the lower contact to the east, in the basin (Fig. 11C). At this location, rhyolite of the Iskut River Formation is in contact with Upper Pliensbachian volcanioclastic rocks and felsic welded lapilli tuff of the lower Hazelton Group.
5. Upper contact: not observed in outcrop but closely constrained with the overlying siliciclastic rocks of the Bowser Lake Group (UTM 420000 E 6370000 N). However, structural discordance suggests that the contact may be faulted. In the reference section at Eskay Creek (Fig. 11C) the Iskut River Formation is in conformable contact with thinly bedded siliceous mudstones and very thin tuff beds of the overlying Quock Formation.
6. Age: Upper Toarcian to Lower Bajocian fossils have been obtained from thin shale units here included in the Iskut River Formation (Souther 1972; Evenchick et al. 2001; see supplementary data). However, undated lower and higher parts of the formation could range as old as Early Toarcian and as young as Late Bajocian.

Note: Grid references are Universal Transverse Mercator coordinates in the North American datum 1983.
and Thorkelson 1990; Anderson 1993; Macdonald et al. 1996) considerably changed the scope of the formation from the original description of Schofield and Hanson (1921), such that its type area, defined by Grove (1986), is no longer valid. In addition, its type section near Mount Dilworth actually includes sedimentary rocks of the Bowser Lake Group (Evenchick and McNicoll 2002; Gagnon and Waldron 2011; Waldron and Gagnon 2011) and lacks the pillow basalt which is a major component of the Salmon River Formation at Eskay Creek (Macdonald et al. 1996; Logan et al. 2000; Alldrick et al. 2004, 2005; Barresi et al. 2005). To prevent any further confusion, we recommend the abandonment of the Salmon River Formation following article 20 of the North American Commission on Stratigraphic Nomenclature (2005).

As an alternative, we propose the following changes:

- inclusion of the Toarcian bioclastic calcareous lower member in the revised Spatsizi Formation;
- inclusion of the Troy Ridge facies in the Quock Formation;
- inclusion of the volcanic-dominated successions in a new unit, named here the Iskut River Formation (see later in the text).

**Quock Formation**

This study recognizes thinly interlayered grey to black siliceous silstone and beige to pink dust tuff (“pyjama beds”) at similar stratigraphic positions across the basin (Fig. 3), between the underlying Smithers Formation and equivalents, and the overlying Bowser Lake Group. In the north and west parts of the basin, these strata were assigned to the Troy Ridge facies of the former Salmon River Formation, and they are the only strata of that formation recognized outside the Iskut River area (Anderson and Thorkelson 1990; Greig 1991, 1992; Marsden and Thorkelson 1992; Anderson 1993; Evenchick and Porter 1993; Jakobs 1993; Ferri et al. 2004; Evenchick and Thorkelson 2005; Ferri and Boddy 2005; Waldron et al. 2006; Gagnon et al. 2007; Gagnon and Waldron 2008, Evenchick et al. 2010). Elsewhere, equivalent strata have been assigned to the Yuen and Bait members of the Smithers Formation (Tipper and Richards 1976) or the Quock Formation (Thomson et al. 1986). We follow Thomson et al. (1986) in considering the Quock to have formation rank, with its original type section at Joan Lake (JL) as the unit stratotype (Table 1B; see article 19e of North American Commission on Stratigraphic Nomenclature 2005). Outside the Eskay rift area (Fig. 3), the lowest occurrence of laminated siliceous and tuffaceous silstone defines the base of the formation. Its top is at the contact with the overlying Bowser Lake Group, as redefined by Evenchick et al. (2010). However, in the Iskut River area, the characteristic siliciclastic mudstone and tuff lithologies interfinger laterally with thick sections of bimodal volcanic rock (Fig. 4). There, the mudstones interbedded with thick flows of volcanic rock are included in the proposed Iskut River Formation, and only the uppermost package, dominated by laminated siliceous and tuffaceous siltstones, is included in the Quock Formation.

**Iskut River Formation**

With assignment of the calcareous bioclastic lower facies to the revised Spatsizi Formation, and the upper Troy Ridge facies to the Quock Formation, the remaining dominantly volcanic facies of the current Salmon River Formation requires a lithostratigraphic name; we propose the new Iskut River Formation.

At many locations close to graben-bounding faults, the lower contact of the Iskut River Formation appears to be an angular unconformity where fan conglomerates are juxtaposed on or against various units of the lower Hazelton Group, Stuhini Group, or Stikine assemblage. In a few locations, the lower part of the formation is exposed farther from the graben margin such that the conglomerates grade laterally into distal very fine-grained sedimentary rocks with intercalated tuff, and bimodal volcanics including rhyolite and voluminous tholeiitic basalt (Alldrick et al. 2005; Barresi et al. 2005). At Eskay Creek, rhyolite of the Iskut River Formation disconformably overlies Upper Pliensbachian volcaniclastic rocks and felsic welded lapilli tuff of the lower Hazelton Group (Fig. 11C). The upper contact of the Iskut River Formation is typically conformable with either the Quock Formation or siliciclastic strata of the Bowser Lake Group. Since section TM is the thickest and includes the greatest variety of lithologies, we proposed it as the stratotype for the Iskut River Formation (Figs. 11A, 11B; Table 1C). The base of the formation is placed where feldspar-phyric andesite breccia of the lower Hazelton Group is overlain by rhyolite, which is heavily altered at this locality. Because the lower contact is along a contemporaneous faulted graben margin, section EC is designated as a reference section to define the disconformable lower contact farther into the basin.

**Discussion: stratigraphic and tectonic evolution**

Marsden and Thorkelson (1992) proposed that Early Jurassic arc volcanism in Stikinia was generated by concurrent subduction on opposite sides of the Stikine terrane. One involved a well-documented, east-facing subduction of the Cache Creek oceanic basin on the east side of the Stikine terrane; the other, more speculative, west-facing subduction of oceanic lithosphere on the west side (directions in present-day coordinates). In the northern Hazelton trough (e.g., sections JL, W1, W2), the bimodal Upper Sinemurian to Lower Pliensbachian Cold Fish Volcanics accumulated in the back-arc area of a magmatic arc represented by calc-alkaline volcanic rocks of the Toodoggone Formation to the east (Diakow et al. 1991; Thorkelson et al. 1995). Farther north, English and Johnston (2005) interpreted the Whitehorse trough as an elongated sedimentary basin that originated in a fore-arc setting located between the arc magmatic rocks of Stikinia and the accretionary complex of the Cache Creek terrane.

The base of the upper Hazelton Group marks the transition from a volcanic arc to a post-arc tectonic environment in northern Stikinia. Stratigraphic cross-sections shown in Figs. 3 and 4 highlight the variable character and diachronous nature of the lower–upper Hazelton Group boundary, which ranges from Early Pliensbachian in the north to Early Aalenian in the south (Fig. 15). The end of Hazelton volcanism is much less diachronous in an E–W direction; the two separate arcs proposed by Marsden and Thorkelson (1992) both ceased activity during the Pliensbachian. The last vestige of arc-related volcanism is represented only in the far southwestern part...
of the study area by the Toarcian Red Tuff Member of the Nilkitkwa Formation. Southerly migration of the arc axis then continued with the renewal of magmatic activity in the Whitesail (Diakow 2006) and Bella Coola (Diakow et al. 2002) areas of southern Stikinia in Bajocian and Bathonian time.

The stratigraphic data presented in this paper show that the upper Hazelton Group includes both regionally extensive, mainly sedimentary units exposed around the margins of the Bowser Basin (Spatsizi, Smithers, and Quock formations), and the areally restricted and lithologically highly variable Iskut River Formation, which is the fill of a narrow, well-defined rift at the western margin of the Bowser Basin.

Apart from the Iskut River Formation, most of the upper Hazelton Group represents a zone of regional, post-arc subsidence, controlled in part by the pre-existing paleogeography of the Hazelton trough and its elevated margins. The subsidence profile obtained by Gagnon et al. (2009) in the northwest portion of the Hazelton trough and subsequent Bowser Basin indicates that extensional faulting and thermal contraction of the crust were responsible for high subsidence rates during the Pliensbachian. These results are consistent with the crustal subsidence model of Thorkelson et al. (1995), who proposed that accumulation of a thick volcanic pile in the lower Hazelton Group in the Spatsizi River area was accompanied by at least 2 km of synvolcanic subsidence. A protracted period of volcanism during the Late Sinemurian resulted in the abundant bimodal volcanic lava of the Cold Fish Volcanics (Marsden and Thorkelson 1992; Thorkelson 1992; Thorkelson et al. 1995) and the thick Telkwa Formation (Tipper and Richards 1976). Subsequent thermal contraction of the lithosphere resulted in widespread subsidence of the Hazelton trough. Progressive reduction of volcanic activity after Sinemurian time (Fig. 16A) involved a few basaltic eruptions restricted to the Nilkitkwa depression (i.e., Mount Brock volcanics, Ankwell and Carruthers members). Exponentially decreasing thermal subsidence through the Middle Jurassic is suggested by the concave-up profile of the backstripped tectonic subsidence curve (Gagnon et al. 2009). This was followed by more rapid subsidence due to loading by clastic sediment derived from the Cache Creek terrane in the Late Jurassic.

The paleogeography established in Stikinia during development of the lower Hazelton Group, consisting of two arcs separated by a central trough, influenced subsequent crustal evolution. The lower–upper Hazelton Group contact appears conformable in the central part of the Hazelton trough (Fig. 3), where Lower Pliensbachian sedimentary rocks of the Nilkitkwa Formation directly overlie marine volcanic rocks of the Telkwa Formation (Tipper and Richards 1976). Elsewhere, outside the main trough axis, the base of the upper Hazelton Group is an unconformable surface but is somewhat diachronous (Figs. 3, 4). In the Spatsizi River area, Lower Pliensbachian shallow-marine sedimentary rocks of the Joan Member disconformably overlie the subaerial Cold Fish Volcanics, whereas a Toarcian hiatus has been reported in the Toodoggone, Iskut, Smithers, and Terrace areas (Diakow et al. 1991; Anderson 1993; Greig and Gehrels 1995; Waldron et al. 2006; Gagnon et al. 2007; Nelson et al. 2007). In this study, we recognize a 10–20 Ma hiatus at sections AR and QM separating the Sinemurian Telkwa
Formation and the Toarcian Red Tuff Member of the Nilkitkwa Formation.

Stratigraphic cross-sections shown in Figs. 3 and 4 highlight the variability and diachronous nature of the lower-upper Hazelton Group boundary. Although development of a graben structure ensured continuous marine deposition within the Nilkitkwa depression, the rift margins of the Hazelton trough underwent periodic uplift and erosion (Tipper and Richards 1976).

Thermally subsiding volcanic remnants on the periphery of the graben were progressively submerged, to be overlain by transgressive shallow-water sedimentary rocks of the Smithers Formation and equivalents. This is a common feature in extensional settings such as back-arc and continental rifts, where graben flanks become subaerially exposed in response to block tilting, and can lead to development of localized unconformities (cf. Baker et al. 1972; Kusznir and Egan 1990; Ebinger et al. 1991; Lin et al. 2003).

The diachronous nature of the lower-upper Hazelton Group transition reflects differential subsidence rates that affected the Hazelton arc during the Early to Middle Jurassic, linked to variations in the timing of the end of major volcanic activity. In depocentres characterized by intense volcanism and extensional faulting, onlap of the unconformity by shallow-marine sedimentary rocks occurred immediately after cessation of back-arc activity. This is attributed to greater post-rift subsidence rates in areas where the initial amount of lithospheric stretching was more significant (cf. McKenzie 1978; Steckler and Watts 1978). Where sedimentation around slower-subsiding areas began later, marine transgression reached its maximum extent around the Toarcian–Aalenian boundary (Fig. 16B), and a maximum flooding surface occurs close to the base of the Quock Formation.

The fine grain size and thinly bedded nature of the Quock Formation, combined with the high organic content in its mudstone components (total organic content values up to 6%, Ferri and Boddy 2005), suggest that it was deposited mainly from suspension in a deep-water, anoxic environment. These regionally extensive, condensed sections form a basin-wide stratigraphic marker near the top of the Hazelton Group (Fig. 3). The long time interval demonstrated by fossil data from the Quock Formation at Diagonal Mountain (DM) indicates that tuff and siliceous mudstone accumulated there in a deep basin setting over a protracted period (Late Toarcian to Early Oxfordian) (Evenchick and Porter 1993; Jakobs 1993; Evenchick et al. 2001, 2010).

In the Iskut River area, extension-controlled volcanism prevailed in an elongate, narrow, north-trending rift basin during a short period, from Late Toarcian to Early Bajocian time (Fig. 4). Fault-controlled subsidence led to compartmentalization of at least 12 north-trending sub-basins within the 300 km long by 50 km wide volcanic belt of the Eskay rift (Alldrick et al. 2005; Barresi et al. 2008; Fig. 16C). The irregular topography of the rift basin, characterized by de- po-centres and uplifted horst footwall blocks, hampers stratigraphic correlations within the Iskut River Formation. Volcanic and sedimentary units show great lateral and vertical variability because of the limited connectivity between sub-basins and the local nature of the volcanic processes. Nearly uninterrupted successions of pillow basalt up to 2 km thick (sections PB and TB) suggest rapid extrusion and basin filling, whereas other sub-basins (e.g., Eskay Creek and Treaty Glacier) have a higher proportion of fine-grained sedimentary rock and lack thick basaltic flows (Fig. 4). Intense volcanic activity above local feeder zones dominated the background accumulation of basinal tuffaceous mudstone successions in some places. Rare thin tuffaceous mudstone intervals between basaltic flows attest to lulls in volcanic activity and help link the Iskut River Formation with equivalent condensed successions (Quock Formation) elsewhere in the region. Such quiescent depositional environments were more prone to accumulation and preservation of exhalative sulphides (Alldrick et al. 2004b). Felsic volcanism is closely associated with mudstone intervals within the Eskay rift and is the most likely source of Aalenian-Bajocian tuffaceous intervals in the Quock Formation regionally.

Rift-related, bimodal volcanism in the Iskut area has been interpreted to have occurred in a back-arc setting (cf. MacDonald et al. 1996). However, this resurgence of extension and volcanism occurred 10–15 million years after the significant decline of arc activity in all but southern regions of the Hazelton trough. Even in the southern area of sections AR and QM, arc volcanism ended in the Toarcian, at about the same time as the inception of the Eskay rift and the beginning of the volcanic activity represented by the Iskut River Formation. Geometrically the north-trending Eskay rift (Fig. 1) does not appear to be related to the remnant “Red Tuff” arc of the southern sections. The Eskay rift and the Iskut River Formation therefore probably represent an independent rifting episode. In addition, the short duration of this episode (∼178–168 Ma) overlaps in time with final amalgamation of Stikinia and the Cache Creek subduction complex. This deformational event is well constrained by the age of the youngest blueschists in the Cache Creek terrane (173.0 ± 0.8 Ma; Mihalynuk et al. 2004) and by the age of the oldest post-kinematic intrusions that stitched the two domains together (ca. 172 Ma; Mihalynuk et al. 1992; Bath 2003). The Alexander terrane to the southwest also became accreted to Stikinia during this interval (van der Heyden 1992; Gehrels 2001). The Eskay rift and the Iskut River Formation may therefore reflect radical plate reorganization during terrane accretion that possibly led to transient shearing across Stikinia (Nelson and Colpron 2007). This would explain their unique character in a region in which post-arc thermal subsidence and mild lithospheric thinning prevailed.

Conclusions

The Hazelton Group can be divided in two distinct intervals separated by an unconformity in most places. The lower Hazelton Group is dominated by arc-related volcanic rocks, whereas the upper Hazelton Group contains mainly fine-grained clastic rocks, geographically limited bimodal rift-related volcanic rocks, and, in the far southwest of the study area, a short-lived arc-derived unit, the Red Tuff Member. An abrupt decline of volcanic activity, following back-arc rifting in the Sinemurian, led to widespread thermal subsidence of the magmatic arc and Plensbachian initiation of sedimentation in the Hazelton trough. Thick mudstone-dominated successions (Nilkitkwa Formation and most of the revised Spatsizi Formation) accumulated in the central portion of the trough, which was locally characterized by anoxic conditions and
accumulation of sediment rich in organic matter, whereas the topographically higher margins were loci of shallow marine deposition of coarser-grained clastic sediments rich in volcanic detritus (Smithers Formation and parts of the revised Spatsizi Formation). Progressive onlap of the unconformity by lowermost strata of the upper Hazelton Group was diachronous at the basin scale and reflects differential subsidence rates across the Stikine terrane. Ongoing relative rise in sea level led eventually to accumulation of siliceous mudstone and tuff of the Quock Formation above a maximum flooding surface in deep basinal conditions at the Toarcian–Aalenian boundary. Regionally, the Quock Formation constitutes an excellent, albeit diachronous, stratigraphic marker characterized by moderate to high organic content, which, under a suitable thermal regime, would have been favourable for generation of hydrocarbons. Laterally equivalent bimodal volcanic rocks of the Iskut River Formation in the northwest portion of the basin contain gold-bearing massive sulphide deposits. The northern Stikine terrane was affected by two independent rifting events during deposition of the Hazelton Group: a widespread Late Sinemurian to Early Pliensbachian extension phase in the north-west-trending Hazelton trough, and a much more focussed and intense Aalenian to Bajocian extensional event in the north-trending Eskay rift, recorded in the Iskut River volcanics. Recognizing the distinctiveness of these independent events is important for tectonic models of the evolution of Stikinia and for predictive models in mineral and hydrocarbon exploration.
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